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Queen Bee Moms & Kingpin Dads Jul 07 2020 What happens to Queen Bees and Wannabes when they grow up? Even the most well-adjusted moms and dads can experience peer
pressure and conflicts with other adults that make them act like they’re back in seventh grade. In Queen Bee Moms & Kingpin Dads, Rosalind Wiseman gives us the tools to handle
difficult situations involving teachers and other parents with grace. Reassuring, funny, and unfailingly honest, Wiseman reveals: • Why PTA meetings and Back-to-School nights tap
into parents’ deepest insecurities • How to recognize the archetypal moms and dads—from Caveman Dad to Hovercraft Mom • How and when to step in and step out of your child’s
conflicts with other children, parents, teachers, or coaches • How to interpret the code phrases other parents use to avoid (or provoke) confrontation • Why too many well-meaning dads
sit on the sidelines, and how vital it is that they step up to the plate • What to do and say when the playing field becomes an arena for people to bully and dominate other kids and adults
• How to have respectful yet honest conversations with other parents about sex and drugs when your values are in conflict • How the way you handle parties, risky behavior, and
academic performance affects your child • How unspoken assumptions about race, religion, and other hot-button subjects sabotage parents’ ability to work together Queen Bee Moms
& Kingpin Dads is filled with the kind of true stories that made Wiseman’s New York Times bestselling book Queen Bees & Wannabes impossible to put down. There are tales of
hardworking parents with whom any of us can identify, along with tales of outrageously bad parents—the kind we all have to reckon with. For instance, what do you do when parents
donate a large sum of money to a school and their child is promptly transferred into the honors program–while your son with better grades doesn’t make the cut? What about the
mother who helps her daughter compose poison-pen e-mails to yours? And what do you say to the parent-coach who screams at your child when the team is losing? Wiseman offers
practical advice on avoiding the most common parenting “land mines” and useful scripts to help you navigate difficult but necessary conversations. Queen Bee Moms & Kingpin Dads
is essential reading for parents today. It offers us the tools to become wiser, more relaxed parents–and the inspiration to speak out, act according to our values, show humility, and set
the kind of example that will make a real difference in our children’s lives. Also available as a Random House AudioBook and as an eBook
You Really Can Make a Difference! May 17 2021 "You Really Can Make a Difference" teaches mothers how they can help equip their child to be more prepared to start school with
less bumps. Readers will discover age-appropriate activities they can use to help their child build a stronger educational foundation. The goal being just 15 minutes of one-on-one time
with your little one a day enables you to teach the skills foundational to better academic success.
The Passionate Mom Sep 20 2021 Motherhood is full of uncertainty. What do my children really need? Why are they doing that? Is this normal? What can I do to help them? How
can I know for certain that I am doing this right? The logistics are easy. Anybody can do laundry and carpool. But what makes a mother the best mom she can be? It’s not better
scheduling. Or more activities. Or less. It is passion—the passion to teach, protect, study, and prepare her children for the future. Great, but how? Susan Merrill, the mother of five
incredibly different children, has asked that question countless times. And she has read countless answers specific to a certain child’s temperament, age, or situation. But nothing she
read offered an overall approach to parenting that would enable her to say with confidence, “I am doing this right.” She never guessed she would find a foundational plan—a reliable,
universal parenting approach in the Old Testament book of Nehemiah. In The Passionate Mom, Susan takes you on a journey through Nehemiah and into the heart of parenting. Her

stories and confessions in every chapter reveal what she has learned: no mom can control her child’s future, but every mom can parent well. There is a plan—a roadmap for how a
passionate mom can parent almost any child, confidently. "...This book reaches mothers like me at both the heart level and the head level, showing us how to guide our children
passionately and practically..." --Shaunti Feldhahn, social researcher, national speaker and best-selling author of "For Women Only" “Being a mother is the greatest joy of my life. My
friend Susan Merrill regularly inspires me in my role as a Mother. In her book, she will inspire you!" --Denise Jonas, Mother of Kevin, Joe, Nick and Frankie Jonas "Every mother's
goal is to see her children fully blossom. In 'The Passionate Mom' Susan Merrill not only outlines the qualities women need to be successful moms, but also lays out a practical, biblical
plan to help develop those qualities. She provides sound advice to help in the difficult task of raising children." --Lauren and Tony Dungy
Dear Mary Jun 25 2019 Hopeful, Inspiring Message for Moms from Sarah Jakes Mary, the mother of Jesus, is a remarkable example of quiet, resilient faith and courage in the face of
adversity. From the angel's first announcement of her pregnancy to the death and resurrection of her son, Mary was witness to our Lord and Savior in a unique and special way. And as
a mother herself, she speaks to the modern-day mom in a way few have explored before. Writing in the form of letters, Sarah Jakes examines the life of Mary--and through Mary,
Jesus--to better understand what a life of faith looks like. Maybe you struggle to trust God's will for your life. Perhaps you have fears and insecurities that keep you from realizing the
joy God wants for you, or the thought of raising little ones overwhelms you. Through the example of Mary, discover the freedom that only true faith can bring.
Stretched Too Thin Apr 27 2022 Working mothers constantly battle the pull to do all the things well. From managing work and home responsibilities to being impacted by a lack of
self-care and time for deep friendships, the struggle is real. At the end of each day, many working moms are exhausted and stretched too thin. But this does not have to be the norm. In
her latest practical and inspiring book, Jessica Turner shows the working mom how to - work and parent guilt-free - establish clear work boundaries - set achievable goals - discover
more flexibility - develop home management solutions - prioritize self-care - invest in her marriage - cultivate deeper friendships - feel like a good mom, even while working Full of
compassion and encouragement, Stretched Too Thin will empower women with useful insights and tools to thrive as working moms.
Don't Mom Alone Jun 05 2020 Being a good mom isn't about doing everything right to create a set of perfect trophy children--though every mom has felt the pressure to do just that
and to do it all on her own. To ask for help feels like defeat. Yet when we try to do it all by our own strength, we end up depleted, lonely, and ineffective. Heather MacFadyen wants
you to know that you are not meant to go it alone. Sharing her most vulnerable, hard mom moments, she shows how moms can be empowered by God, supported by others, and
connected with their children. With encouragement and insight, she helps you foster the key relationships you need to be the mom you want to be. Whether you work or stay home,
whether you have teenagers or babes in arms, you'll find here a compassionate friend who wants the best--not just for your kids but for you.
Mom Can Fix Anything Dec 24 2021 A young girl follows her mother's example and learns to repair various items using simple tools.
That's My Teenage Son Nov 03 2022 Bestselling author of That's My Son now helps moms use their considerable influence to help their teenage sons become good men.
42 Rules for Working Moms (2nd Edition) Aug 20 2021 Written by real working moms, '42 Rules for Working Moms (2nd Edition)' is a compilation of funny practical advice on
how to survive as a 'working mom'. These real life experiences are fun, personal and sure to be appreciated by working moms everywhere. Gone are the sugar-coated nicey-nice
images you just can't relate to. In 42 Rules of Working Moms (2nd Edition), you get real insights into what matters, what works, what doesn't, and why. Laura Lowell brought together
a diverse group of working moms: different cultures, industries, ages, relationships and perspectives. The contributors possess years of experience balancing their personal and
professional lives. They come together to share their hard-earned lessons with other working moms. 42 Rules for Working Moms (2nd Edition) is for any Mom who struggles with
how to switch gears, or who wants to learn: What successful working moms know that you don't. Why it's ok to be selfish. Why we need to lose the guilt. Why you can never give up.
Moms Who Have Changed the World Jul 27 2019 This encouraging book will introduce the reader to intriguing women whose character and choices have shaped the lives of their
children. Included are biblical mothers such as those of Daniel and Moses, historical figures such as Sojourner Truth, Susannah Wesley, and George Washington's mother, and pioneer
mothers, whose diary entries contain gems of courage amidst adversity. Also featured are a number of contemporary mothers whose names might not be as well known but whose quiet
contributions have changed lives.
Moms Can Do It All! May 29 2022 Celebrate moms and all the amazing things they do with this perfect gift for Mother’s Day—complete with a bookplate for personalization! This
year, celebrate Mom with this adorable board book young readers can personally inscribe and dedicate to their mom: the superhero! Beautiful illustrations and inspiring, rhyming
verses make this the perfect gift for moms and for birthdays year-round. Young ones will love sharing this book with Mom and learning all the exciting things mothers can do—and
everything they can do, too!
The Comeback Sep 01 2022 Myth: "My kids will suffer if I work full time." Reality: Your kids will be fine. In fact, the example you set by going back to work may leave them better
off. Myth: "No company will want me since I don't have the skills I used to have." Reality: Don't sell yourself short. You have unique skills and experiences that every company needs.
What you don't have, you can learn. Myth: "Getting back to work is impossible." Reality: Millions of women have made the comeback. You can, too. Karyn never intended to work
full time again after leaving to raise her two children. But seven years later, when a divorce seemed imminent, she went job-hunting -- only to find that getting back was as daunting as

climbing Mt. Everest. With no resume, no current contacts, and no transferable skills for the jobs she was applying to, Karyn didn't even know where to start. Countless women face
situations like this every day, with little or no guidance. They're told to "lean in" and lobby for more sympathetic workplaces, but none of that solves the immediate practical problem:
"I need a job. Now." Fortunately, career expert and Fox Business anchor Cheryl Casone has written a comprehensive guide to making the comeback. After interviewing hundreds of
women who are willing to share both their successes and their mistakes, Casone offers a one-stop shop for moms at every stage of the process. This is the perfect book if you're.... *
Pregnant and wondering how to take an extended maternity leave without losing your contacts and momentum. * Trying to stay connected and relevant in your field while you're away.
* Planning the timing of your comeback * Thinking about what to say in interviews about the gaps in your resume. * Looking for creative alternatives if your former career just isn't
possible anymore. * Struggling with prejudice against working moms. The many real-life stories in this book (including Karyn's) prove that with a smart strategy and some
determination, almost any mom can make a successful comeback. In the process she can improve her standard of living, her self-esteem, and probably also the well-being of her kids.
As Casone writes, "No matter who you are, no matter why change comes into your life, I hope this book will help you to do what my mom did: to stare that change in the face and say
with confidence, 'Bring it!'"
Mothers Who Can't Love Apr 15 2021 With Mothers Who Can't Love: A Healing Guide for Daughters, Susan Forward, Ph.D., author of the smash #1 bestseller Toxic Parents, offers
a powerful look at the devastating impact unloving mothers have on their daughters—and provides clear, effective techniques for overcoming that painful legacy. In more than 35 years
as a therapist, Forward has worked with large numbers of women struggling to escape the emotional damage inflicted by the women who raised them. Subjected to years of criticism,
competition, role-reversal, smothering control, emotional neglect and abuse, these women are plagued by anxiety and depression, relationship problems, lack of confidence and
difficulties with trust. They doubt their worth, and even their ability to love. Forward examines the Narcissistic Mother, the Competitive Mother, the Overly Enmeshed mother, the
Control Freak, Mothers who need Mothering, and mothers who abuse or fail to protect their daughters from abuse. Filled with compelling case histories, Mothers Who Can’t Love
outlines the self-help techniques Forward has developed to transform the lives of her clients, showing women how to overcome the pain of childhood and how to act in their own best
interests. Warm and compassionate, Mothers Who Can’t Love offers daughters the emotional support and tools they need to heal themselves and rebuild their confidence and selfrespect.
Studies in Language and Social Interaction Mar 03 2020 This collection offers empirical studies and theoretical essays about human communication in everyday life. The writings
come from many of the world's leading researchers and cut across academic boundaries, engaging scholars and teachers from such disciplines as communication, sociology,
anthropology, linguistics, and education. Chapters emphasize empirical, qualitative studies of people's everyday uses of talk-in-interaction, and they feature work in such areas as
sociolinguistics, conversation analysis, discourse analysis, and ethnography. The volume is dedicated to and highlights themes in the work of the late Robert Hopper, an outstanding
scholar in communication who pioneered research in Language and Social Interaction (LSI). The contributors examine various features of human interaction (such as laughter, vocal
repetition, and hand gestures) occurring naturally within a variety of settings (at a dinner table, a doctor's office, an automotive repair shop, and so forth), whereby interlocutors
accomplish aspects of their interpersonal or institutional lives (resolve a disagreement, report bad medical news, negotiate a raise, and more), all of which may relate to larger social
issues (including police brutality, human spirituality, death, and optimism). The chapters in this anthology show that social life is largely a communicative accomplishment and that
people constitute the social realities experienced every day through small and subtle ways of communicating, carefully orchestrated but commonly taken for granted. In showcasing the
diversity of contemporary LSI research, this volume is appropriate for scholars and graduate students in language and social interaction, communication, sociology, research methods,
qualitative research methods, discourse analysis, conversation analysis, linguistics, and related areas.
Advice for Working Moms (HBR Working Parents Series) Oct 10 2020
The Best of Both Worlds Jan 25 2022 How can mothers bridge the gap between the worlds of "mom" and "career woman" to find work-life balance? By working part-time. This
informative guide tells both stay-at-home and full-time working mothers how they can reengage or redefine their careers while still having time to care for their children. The author--a
mother and a former business executive, entrepreneur, and self-employed writer--provides all the information moms need to find the ideal employment solution in today's job market.
For some women that means returning to the job market, while for others that means reducing hours with a current employer or changing jobs to obtain part-time work. The author also
offers suggestions for defining personal objectives, networking, approaching job-sharing, and starting a business to help land part-time jobs. Based on interviews with over one
hundred part-time working women from a large cross-section of vocations, the book is rich with examples of what women in a variety of careers did to gain part-time employment. A
majority report that working part-time gives them the "best of both worlds." By retelling their stories, the author has created a book that is realistic, useful, and an excellent reference.
This is the perfect starting point for mothers who want to learn how they can fulfill family needs, earn income, and gain self-satisfaction.
The Milk Memos Mar 15 2021 This one-of-a-kind guide to balancing motherhood and work is based on actual journals kept by a group of IBM women during their visits to the
company's employee lactation room. It all began when IBM manager Cate Colburn-Smith sat down in the company's employee lactation room, shed a few silent tears, and wrote the

following on a paper towel: I'm a new mom and today is my first day back at work. Is anyone else using this room? Right away women responded, and the paper towel was eventually
replaced by a series of notebooks, in which women offered one another advice and support on juggling work and a newborn. Based on the original notebooks, The Milk Memos is a
heartwarming, encouraging (and often hilarious!) guide to working motherhood. It's one of the most existential moments any woman will face: sitting in a small room tucked away in
the bowels of your company, pumping breast milk for a child so close to your heart-yet, at that moment, so far away. The Milk Memos records the voices of mothers who, while
struggling with the difficulties of blending their two lives, prove that women don't have to choose between work and family. Their thoughts on how it can be done will inspire women
everywhere. This invaluable book weaves the actual Milk Memos journal entries with information-packed sections on such topics of great concern to working moms as: - finding a
private place to pump breast milk at work and establishing a routine that you can maintain despite your busy workday; - establishing the right daycare solution; - getting a decent
night's sleep with a new baby so that you can shine (or at least glimmer!) during business hours; and - negotiating flextime, part-time, or a job share with an employer. The ultimate gift
for any new mom who will soon return to work, The Milk Memos is destined to become a classic on the parenting shelf.
The Mompowerment Guide to Work-life Balance Jan 01 2020
Easy Does It, Mom Apr 03 2020 Every mom wants to succeed. Every child also wants to succeed. In Easy Does It Mom, Barbara Joy provides moms with positive encouragement,
knowledge, and tools they can begin using immediately as they continue their recovery and move toward being the best moms they can be. Joy relies on experts with degrees and
experts with "mom" behind their name. For more than ten years, Barbara Joy has worked with moms in recovery from alcoholism and other addictions. She knows what works. Plus
she includes reallife stories and strategies from the moms and children she works with. The reader is guided by a professional and encouraged and inspired by moms who have "been
there, done that." Because moms in recovery feel more safe and secure in a familiar and consistent environment, each chapter begins with an encouraging saying and ends with a
writing activity plus between four to eight clear and concise keys are presented in the chapter -- an ataglance tools reference section. For moms in recovery, Barbara says, " Other than
your recovery, I believe that parenting is the most important job you'll ever do. It may also very well be the hardest job you'll ever do. And, for sure, the most rewarding "
Be That Mom Feb 11 2021 ‘Be That Mom™’ (Ignite your passions, Organize your Life & Embrace your Family) is an instructional and inspirational book designed to help moms of
any age relax and enjoy their time more. From communication to discipline to loving yourself, Be That Mom is a fun read that motivates moms to have a bit more fun (with and
without their kids)! ‘Be That Mom™’ is a step-by-step, easy to follow system designed to help you embrace a more relaxed, joyous lifestyle as a mom. Filled with incredible advice
and simple instructions, Be That Mom™ will inspire you to have more fun with, and without, your kids and will help you create well-being and happiness for you and your family. So
come on Mom, what are you waiting for? You ARE ready to Be That Mom! With ‘Be That Mom’ – Be Ready to Get your house organized (and get the kids to help too). Feel calmer,
more relaxed and happier. Add fun into your life as a family! Get your family unit working together to accomplish huge goals. Be Healthy and go ‘natural’ as a Family! Be more
successful in all areas of your life! Add more love and passion to your life! Learn simple techniques to bring out the best MOM, and GIRL, in you! Manifest the Mom you’ve always
wanted to be – NOW! Praise for Be That Mom™! “The Be That Mom™ method is simple and inspiring! Tina writes with such clarity and passion that any mom will want to step-up
their game plan, to forge ahead into their future with less stress and more time for family.” Sandi Richard, international best selling author of the Cooking for the Rushed series and star
of Food Network’s Fixing Dinner “Moms really devote themselves to their families, often thinking of themselves last. Tina inspires moms to lessen the stress and rediscover life as a
mom in this easy to read, well laid out approach.” Robert G. Allen International Multi-Bestselling Author Creating Wealth, Multiple Streams of Income, Multiple Streams of Internet
Income, Nothing Down, Nothing Down for Women, The One Minute Millionaire, Cracking the Millionaire Code, and Cash In A Flash. “Are you Ready to Be That Mom™? If you
screamed YES!, this book is for you!”
Making Motherhood Work Jan 31 2020 The work-family conflict that mothers experience today is a national crisis. Women struggle to balance breadwinning with the bulk of
parenting, and social policies aren't helping. Of all Western industrialized countries, the United States ranks dead last for supportive work-family policies. Can American women look
to Europe for solutions? Making Motherhood Work draws on interviews that Caitlyn Collins conducted over five years with 135 middle-class working mothers in Sweden, Germany,
Italy, and the United States. She explores how women navigate work and family given the different policy supports available in each country. Taking readers into women's homes,
neighborhoods, and workplaces, Collins shows that mothers' expectations depend on context and that policies alone cannot solve women's struggles. With women held to unrealistic
standards, the best solutions demand that we redefine motherhood, work, and family.
What Happy Working Mothers Know Jun 29 2022 A fact-based and proven approach to help working mothers rediscover happiness as they balance their duties at home and work
Science and sociology have made great strides in understanding what makes us happy and how we achieve it. For working mothers who face endless demands on their time and
attention, What Happy Working Mothers Know provides scientifically proven and practical ways to find the right balance and replace stress with happiness. Written by a behavioral
scientist and global leadership guru, and an international lawyer and career coach, this mom-friendly guide offers practical tactics that truly work. The demands of juggling work and
home lead many women to try to do everything and be everything to everyone. In the effort to be Superwoman, many women lose sight of what makes them happy and they fail to

realize how important their happiness is to being a good worker and a good mother. The key to being your best at everything you do is to take care of your happiness the way you take
care of your health, through conscious choices every day. You’ll learn to overcome obstacles, apply lessons learned at work to your motherhood skills, and learn lessons from your
children that you can apply at work. Includes interactive activities that illustrate important lessons in the book Shows you how to use positive psychology to shift from a scarcity
mentality to an abundance mentality for workplace success Helps you tap into your own sense of joy every day for your own happiness and the happiness of those around you Sciencebased and packed with real case studies of real working moms Written by authors with impeccable qualifications and real-world experience Many moms raise great kids and achieve
the professional success they desire and deserve, but if they aren’t happy, what’s the point? This book doesn’t show you how to have it all, but how to have all the things that really
matter.
Mom Can't Live Alone Anymore Oct 22 2021 Kathy Wilson was a loving daughter and wanted to do the right thing when it became apparent that her mother wasn’t able to take care
of herself any more. But getting her mom into assisted living became a nightmare. Can there be anything more heartbreaking than telling a parent "you can't live alone anymore?"
What Moms Can't Do Oct 02 2022 Sometimes moms can't remember where they put the car keys.
Slay Like a Mother Oct 29 2019 "Slay Like a Mother is a feisty, clever, and fun blueprint for modern motherhood that belongs on every book shelf and in every diaper bag...As a
woman and mother, you'll gain a newfound power, happiness, and ability to leap tall Lego buildings in a single bound."—Erin Falconer, author of How To Get Sh*t Done: Why
Women Need to Stop Doing Everything So They Can Achieve Anything A revelatory, inspirational guide for mothers to crush their "never enough" mentality and slay every day!
Katherine Wintsch knows firsthand the self-doubt that rages inside modern moms. As founder and CEO of The Mom Complex, she has studied the passions and pain points of moms
worldwide to help some of the largest brands develop innovative new products and services. As a working mom of two, she was running in an exhausting cycle of "never
enough"—not strong enough, not thin enough, not patient enough, not "mom" enough. In Slay Like a Mother, you'll laugh, you'll cry, and you'll discover eye-opening lessons about:
THE MASK YOU'RE WEARING. The one you hide behind when you say everything is "just fine" when it's not. YOUR UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS. The goal-setting tactics
you're deploying to get ahead could be what's holding you back. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN STRUGGLING AND SUFFERING. Being a mother is a struggle — it always has
been — but your suffering is optional. Brave, supportive, and insightful, the stories and advice in this book will encourage you to live more confidently, enjoy the present, and become
your best self — as a woman, a mother, and beyond. Perfect for fans of Girl Wash Your Face and #IMomSoHard! ***As featured in The Wall Street Journal and Parade.com***
Additional Praise for Slay Like a Mother: "Wintsch's style is brisk and forthright with enough humor to make readers laugh even as she illuminates dark corners. Although this is
aimed at moms, any woman will find this enlightening and encouraging."—Booklist, STARRED review "Slay Like a Mother is much more than a self-help book for women; it is the
end of self-doubt and the beginning of self-love... and that is nothing short of life-changing"—Rachel Macy Stafford, New York Times bestselling author of Hands Free Mama
Mom Can I Help Around the House Mar 27 2022
Cold Coffee MOMents: You Can't Spell Moments Without Mom Jun 17 2021 As a mom of three children, 3-years-old and under, I became an expert on motherhood's meaningful
moments. You know, like, nursing a newborn... with two toddlers wrapped around my legs... while I'm on the toilet... drinking cold coffee. Magical. I could have cried. Instead, I
laughed. Ok, I cried a little. Ok, a lot. But then, I laughed. It did not take long before I gave birth to my 4th baby- Cold Coffee MOMents. An online community to share the laughter,
tears and not so ordinary MOMents with comical, guilt-ridden stories, advice, videos and information and resources on motherhood, parenting, home management, and family travel.
So, sit back and enjoy clean, high-quality PG-13 entertainment while you sip on your 4-hour-old, twice reheated, cold coffee.
The 10 Habits of Happy Mothers Aug 27 2019 This sanity-saving guide “offers practical ways to help you let go of ‘mom guilt’ in order to become a happier, healthier woman” (Parent
& Child). Now with wellness tips and exercises! The pressure on women today has pushed many American mothers to the breaking point. It feels as if “doing your best” is never
enough to please everyone, and the demands mothers place on themselves are both impossible and unrealistic. Now Meg Meeker, M.D., critically acclaimed author of Strong Fathers,
Strong Daughters, puts her twenty-five years’ experience as a practicing pediatrician and counselor into a sound, sane approach to reshaping the frustrating, exhausting lives of so
many moms. Mothers are expected to do it all: raise superstar kids, look great, make good salaries, volunteer for everything, run errands, keep a perfect house, be the perfect wife.
Single mothers often have even more demands—and less support. In this rallying cry for change, Dr. Meeker incorporates clinical data and her own experience raising four children to
show why mothers suffer from the rising pressure to excel and the toll it takes on their emotional, physical, mental, and spiritual health. Too many mothers are increasingly lonely,
anxious, depressed, and unhappy with themselves, refusing to let themselves off the hook. Here, Dr. Meeker has identified the 10 most positive habits of mothers who are healthy,
happy, and fulfilled. The key is to embrace a new perspective and create real joy and purpose by utilizing such core habits as • making friends with those who know the meaning of
friendship • finding out what money can buy (and what it cannot) • lightening the overload—and doing less more often • discovering faith and learning how to trust it • taking some
alone time and reviving yourself Mothers, it’s time to view the unconditional trust that you see in your children’s eyes when they take your hand or find your face in a crowd as a
mirror of your own wonder and worth. You are the light that shines in their lives, the beacon that guides them. By implementing the key strategies in Dr. Meeker’s book, you can be

happy, hopeful, and a wonderful role model. You can teach your children to be the very best they can be—and isn’t that still the most precious reward of motherhood?
Can Mommy Go To Work? Dec 12 2020 Finally... A Children's Book For Working Moms. Can Mommy Go To Work? is the first children's book from writer Christine Michel
Carter. A marketing professional and mother to two children, Carter wanted to write a book for other mothers who struggled with work life balance and felt guilty for wanting to
further their career. The book features elephants not only because they're intelligent animals known for caring for their young, but also so families from all races can relate to the story.
Can Mommy Go To Work? is called a children's book for working moms because Mommy is the main character, not her children. Through the book child readers will see "the other
side of the story"- why their moms work so hard and the sacrifices their moms must make. Parents reading the book will feel understood, loved, and appreciated, and will most likely
see themselves and their career path in Mommy. Even grandparents will appreciate the nod in Can Mommy Go To Work? to elder family members who help working parents with
child care. As the author of Big Hair, Don't Care Crystal Swain-Bates says, there is power in reading about someone like you, and many moms wish they had books and experiences
that matched their lives when they were growing up. Can Mommy Go To Work? gives the children of working mothers that book and that experience. It is a quick, easy to read
children's book that the whole family can enjoy in the car on the way to school or at night before bedtime. About The Author: As a writer, speaker and consultant Christine works with
advertising agencies, research firms and companies to ensure they're at the forefront of the minds of Black female and millennial mom consumers. She has been featured in, and guest
contributed to several global digital publications, including TIME, The New York Times, Harper's BAZAAR, Parents, Health, Ebony, Women's Health. Christine regularly contributes
to Forbes covering millennial moms in the workplace, diverse professionals and under 30 professionals and has interviewed a number of celebrity moms, including Tamera Mowry,
Kristin Cavallari, and La La Anthony. Christine Michel Carter has been called "the exec inspiring millennial moms," a "branding mastermind" and "the voice of millennial moms." As
an advocate for mothers and Black women, Christine has also helped Senator Kamala Harris promote the Maternal Care Access and Reducing Emergencies (CARE) Act and Black
Maternal Health Week, advocated with Mom Congress for the Mothers and Offspring Mortality and Morbidity Awareness Act, the Modernizing Obstetric Medicine Standards Act of
2019, the Maximizing Outcomes for Moms Through Medicaid Improvement and Enhancement of Services Act, and the Quality Care for Moms and Babies Act, and supported the
Congressional Caucus on Black Women & Girls. She is also the creator of Mompreneur and Me, national inclusive parent and child-friendly professional development events.
Mompreneur and Me gives companies the opportunity to connect with affluent millennial moms via an intimate, unforgettable brand experience. Across the country, Mompreneur and
Me connects moms offline and provide a guilt-free space for fellowship... all while helping them spend quality time with their little ones. Learn more about Mompreneur and Me here.
Connect With Christine If you'd like to connect with Christine for book festivals and events, to read more of her articles on black consumers and millennial moms, or to stay abreast of
the latest news on working mothers, subscribe to her mailing list by visiting christinemichelcarter.com. Facebook: https: //www.facebook.com/christinemichelcarter/ Instagram: https:
//www.instagram.com/cmichelcarter/ Twitter: https: //twitter.com/cmichelcarter
A Savage Presence Jul 19 2021 Now that Connor Cohen is dead, Silas Cohen is free to live the life he wants. But there are still two men in the way. When Enzo Juarez tries to make a
new deal with Fiona, her good intentions get the best of her and she unexpectedly puts Silas in danger. Can Alex’s connections save them this time? All bets are off when it’s every
man for themselves in this series’ finale.
The War Against Parents Sep 28 2019 The authors advocate changing the society that they suggest has undermined the accessibility and importance of parents
Mom...Can You Move My Legs? Feb 23 2022 The military’s official number of soldiers wounded in Iraq stands at 31,911, although numerous estimates put the real number at over
100,000. With more than 50,000 American troops still stationed in Iraq, it’s inevitable that the number wounded will continue to grow. In her candid, inspirational new nonfiction,
"Mom...Can You Move My Legs? A soldier’s mom recounts the compelling story of her son’s injury in Iraq and stresses the importance of knowing Christ in a crisis" (published by
WestBow Press), Janet L. Givens shares her personal story of coping with the trauma of war using faith in God and biblical guidance. In July 2006, Givens’ son, Army Sergeant Brad
Harris, was wounded in action during Operation Iraqi Freedom. She relates his decision to enlist and the courage and determination he summoned in the wake of Sept. 11, realizing it
was his calling to defend his country. It was always her prayer that Brad would return home safely, but on July 22, 2006, both of their lives would be irrevocably changed. Brad was
shot in the lower part of his spinal cord and would spend four months at Hines VA hospital in Chicago in recovery. Upon receiving the news, Givens immediately reached out for help,
both from God and her congregation. They were there to comfort and guide her as faith was “catapulted into high gear,” she recalls. Her church, the Family Christian Center in
Munster, Ind., came forth with an outpouring of support, and a group of “prayer warriors” immediately began praying for Givens and her family. Relatable and true-to-life, Mom...Can
You Move My Legs? carries a powerful message that will resonate with readers from all backgrounds. “Like you, an array of difficulties has interrupted my life throughout the years,”
Givens writes. “If you are currently in the midst of a seemingly hopeless trial, I pray that the words contained within these pages will plant a seed that will grow into great faith in
God.” See how faith and prayer can change lives in this uplifting new book.
52 Things Kids Need from a Mom Jul 31 2022 Bestselling author and mother of four Angela Thomas delivers a helpful, encouraging gathering of 52 inspiring ideas for moms who,
in the whir of busyness, long to connect with their kids. Moms will learn to lead with God's love in the small moments that make up an abundant, intentional life.

The 10 Best Decisions a Single Mom Can Make Sep 08 2020 No matter how you became a single mom, you share the same challenges and fears all single moms have. You may feel
stretched to the limit. You may suspect your children need more than you're able to give. How are you going to do this on your own? With humor, Scripture, and sage advice, Pam
Farrel (child of a single mother) and PeggySue Wells (single parent of 7 children) show you how to - be decisive - create a nurturing home - be proactive - date wisely - pray for your
child - embrace your happily-ever-after - and more You are capable of parenting your children with courage, confidence, and clarity. This loving, practical guide shows you how.
Forget "Having It All" May 05 2020 A clear-eyed look at the history of American ideas about motherhood, how those ideas have impacted all women (whether they have kids or
not), and how to fix the inequality that exists as a result. After filing a story only two hours after giving birth, and then getting straight back to full-time work the next morning,
journalist Amy Westervelt had a revelation: America might claim to revere motherhood, but it treats women who have children like crap. From inadequate maternity leave to genderbased double standards, emotional labor to the "motherhood penalty" wage gap, racist devaluing of some mothers and overvaluing of others, and our tendency to consider women's
value only in terms of their reproductive capacity, Westervelt became determined to understand how we got here and how the promise of "having it all" ever even became a thing when
it was so far from reality for American women. In Forget "Having It All," Westervelt traces the roots of our modern expectations of mothers and motherhood back to extremist ideas
held by the first Puritans who attempted to colonize America and examines how those ideals shifted -- or didn't -- through every generation since. Using this historical backdrop,
Westervelt draws out what we should replicate from our past (bringing back home economics, for example, this time with an emphasis on gender-balanced labor in the home), and
what we must begin anew as we overhaul American motherhood (including taking a more intersectional view of motherhood, thinking deeply about the ways in which capitalism
influences our views on reproduction, and incorporating working fathers into discussions about work-life balance). In looking for inspiration elsewhere in the world, Westervelt turned
not to Scandinavia, where every work-life balance story inevitably ends up, but to Japan where politicians, in an increasingly desperate effort to increase the country's birth rates (sound
familiar?), tried to apply Scandinavian-style policies atop a capitalist democracy not unlike America's, only to find that policy can't do much in the absence of cultural shift. Ultimately,
Westervelt presents a measured, historically rooted and research-backed call for workplace policies, cultural norms, and personal attitudes about motherhood that will radically
improve the lives of not just working moms but all Americans.
My Mom Can Code Nov 22 2021 Anyone can learn computer science, even at the elementary school level. This book delves into computer science careers using age-appropriate
language and colorful illustrations. A meaningful storyline is paired with an accessible curricular topic to engage and excite readers. This book introduces readers to a relatable
character and familiar situation, which demonstrates computer science careers in everyday life. Readers will follow a narrator as she learns all about her mom's job as a coder. This
fiction title is paired with the nonfiction title A Career in Coding (ISBN: 9781538352519). The instructional guide on the inside front and back covers provides: Vocabulary,
Background knowledge, Text-dependent questions, Whole class activities, and Independent activities.
Daily Planner for Busy Moms Nov 10 2020 Write Life Down! Being a mom is HARD! You constantly have a million things to remember, a billion things to do... and sometimes it
can just be too much to handle! But writing your thoughts and "to-do's" down is an easy way to reduce your stress, work out your daily schedule, and keep a record of all of the
amazing things that happen in your life. This incredibly versatile Daily Planner for Busy Moms is perfect for working moms, stay at home moms, and ALL MOMS who love to find
ways to make their lives easier! This Daily Planner for Busy Moms will give you a place to: * List all of the most important goals of the day * Make note of any appointments and their
times * Organize your thoughts and ideas * Plan daily meals with ease * Keep track of your goals * And most importantly, feel good about being the AWESOME MOM THAT YOU
ARE! This deceptively-simple daily to do list planner can help you become a much more organized and thoughtful mother, and can help you live your life with far less stress and
anxiety. No "fluff," no "extras," just the essentials to help you be your best self, every day! * 6x9 inch size makes it easy to carry with you * 120 crisp, white, well organized pages *
Soft, glossy cover * Perfect gift to bring a smile to the face of any busy mother! Use this Daily Planner for Busy Moms every day to keep your life, and the lives of your entire family,
running smoothly!
Money-Making Mom Aug 08 2020 Entrepreneur, author, and popular blogger Crystal Paine shares the secrets of building income at home, using real life examples to from her own
journey in becoming a money-making mom as well as the stories of other women from all walks of life. The nuts and bolts of how to make more money from home are revealed in
clear steps that can be immediately and easily put into practice. But more than just a how-to book for earning extra income, The Money-Making Mom is a challenge to dream big and
create a pathway for life. Paine offers examples and insights about what "finding your purpose" can look like in family, career, and service to others. Readers will find inspiration and
hope for a life that’s more than “just getting by,” one driven by vision and the freedom to bless others generously.
Working Moms How We Do 'It' Jan 13 2021 How We Do 'It' is a collection of stories and lessons from successful women in various industries. Stories that detail how they manage to
balance their work, home, and personal lives. It speaks to the everyday working woman who is wondering how to succeed and find happiness in balancing the demands of a successful
career with the responsibilities of having a full-time family. In this book you'll learn about the importance of staying the course, establishing support systems, implementing
organizational techniques, keeping your aspirations high, as well as: * Valuable insights and interviews with real working mothers who explain how they make 'it' work * The SOAR

framework and how to use it* Time-saving strategies to help you get it done, from building routines to creating your own support community * Helpful tips & tricks for keeping 'it'
together, even when everything seems to be falling apart* Perspectives from successful women in various industries who share their secrets on what matters and how to stay focused
How We Do 'It' will help you better understand how successful working mothers are doing the best they can for themselves and their families. Ultimately, it's about never quitting;
always moving forward. Women who stay on the path and have a desire to succeed will discover that they can find a way to make 'it' happen. It is possible to do both. It is worth it.
You can do it.
Mom, Can We Talk? A Mother's Perspective on Coming Out Nov 30 2019 "LGBTQ is in the Genes" may have been a good title for this book. Parents and teenagers will enjoy a
mother's heartfelt rendition about her son's coming out story, followed by the shocking news that one of her three daughter's is also gay. She shares these two coming out stories, along
with her sister's story from 1975. If you are a parent learning how to accept your son or daughter's sexuality, look no further for an honest interpretation of one family's many coming
out stories, and how they dealt with the surprising or not so surprising news. LGBTQ groups may want to include this book in their book clubs, sharing a family's propensity to have
gay children and how they supported them.
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